
Managing Cookies

This document explains what cookies are and how they are used on this site.

What are cookies?

A cookie is a text file that the site sends to the computer or other device connected to the internet in order to identify
beyond any doubt the user's browser or to save information or configurations in the browser.

Are cookies used on this site?

Yes. This site uses cookies to improve the site and supply services and other functions to its users. Cookies can be
limited or deactivated through the web browser. However, without cookies some or all of the functions of the site
could prove impossible to utilise.

What sort of cookies are present on this site?

Cookies that are strictly necessary

Such cookies are essential to fulfil the activities required by the user. For instance, to memorise information supplied
by the user whilst browsing on the site or in order to manage the "login" state during the visit.

Functional cookies

These allow the site to memorise the choices effected by the user, re-usable subsequently.

For instance, they allow the site to memorise the setting search, authentication and other persoanlised functions.

Third party cookies

These allow the gathering of data regarding the use of the site, such as the contents visited and the functions used,
with the aim of improving the performance and layout of the site. These cookies may be sent by the supplier of the
tool, but are used only for purposes linked to the site.

Third-party and profiling cookies on this site

Google Analytics - Cookie analitici

Questo sito web utilizza il servizio Google Analytics per poter rilevare e analizzare i dati di traffico. I cookie di
Google Analytics potrebbero consentire la profilazione da parte di terzi, si rappresenta che tale profilazione non
rientra nella nostra titolarità. Su questo sito web i cookie di Google Analytics sono installati senza il consenso
preventivo dell'utente, in quanto il codice Google Analytics è stato inserito con IP anonimizzato. Questo permette
alla terza parte di accedere ai dati in sola forma aggregata.

Pagine di riferimento di Google Analytics:  Cookie Policy – Opt Out.

Google maps - Functional cookies

https://policies.google.com/technologies/cookies
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout


This website may incorporate Google maps videos, to offer interactive maps to the user. Google maps cookies could
allow profiling by third parties. It is represented that this profiling does not fall within our ownership.

Google reference page: Google  Cookie Policy

Support in configuring your browser

1. The user can manage cookies also through the settings of his browser. However, deleting the cookies from the
browser could remove the preferences set for the site.

2. For further information and support, you can also visit the specific help page of the web browser you are using:

Google Chrome
Mozilla Firefox
Apple Safari
Microsoft Internet Explorer
Microsoft Edge
Brave
Opera

Online services

It is also possible to visit the website, in English,  www.aboutcookies.org  or  www.allaboutcookies.org  for
information on how to manage / delete cookies based on the type of browser used.

Mobile devices

The user can also manage some tracking tools for mobile applications by deactivating them through the appropriate
device settings, such as the advertising settings for mobile devices or the settings relating to tracking in general (the
user can consult the device settings to identify the relevant). To delete cookies from the Internet browser of your
smartphone / tablet, it is necessary to refer to the user manual of the device.
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